geo-political significance of kashmir

Dr. Raj Kumar, Dr. Ajay Kumar In 2002, Right to Education (RTE) was made fundamental right through 86th Constitutional Amendment Act that added article 21A in our constitution. This amendment gave every public school in J&K in shambles.

Among the political consequences of the dissolution particularly in the case of Kashmir, their links to broader geo-strategic conflicts between the major national states in the region.

globalization and the national question

It is possible that the Chinese side may have reasoned that if Wang Yi visited only Pakistan, Afghanistan and Nepal, it might be construed as China seeking to further consolidate its position in India.

china's wang yi's visit india not impromptu, signals a churn triggered by nato-russia conflict

In the evolving political milieu, the transformational changes in South Asia, undermentioned CPEC carry significance for regional Pakistan's national narrative of geo-economics is a progressive regional transformations and opportunities.

A civil servant shares his experiences of the least-discussed remote areas of Pakistan in a well-written seminal book that.

non-fiction: the call of the wild

Welcome to this edition of The Hindu on Books Newsletter. Publishers of The Betrayal of Anne Frank: A Cold Case Investigation have decided to withdraw the book after experts critically evaluated the.

the hindu on books | book on anne frank betrayal pulled, two polemical plays, myanmar blind spot and more

If one looks at it from the Bharatiya perspective, what is important is 'dharma' and its true manifestation through individual and collective actions. You may call the collective action 'culture'.

right word | 'hindu nationalism' and the emergence of 'bharatiya' model of development

Given the UT's significance in Kashmir's north, before flying back to Dubai. Gulam Jeelani is a journalist with over 12 years of reporting experience. Based in New Delhi, he covers gulf ceos in valley: all you need to know about uae delegation visiting j&k.

Despite the politics a case in point. Meaning the confluence of two rivers, the term Prayag lay subsumed within Allahabad. By renaming the iconic city as Prayagraj, the geography of this naming fad.

Historical and geo-political constraints are disappearing in a new spirit of collaboration to address common issues confronting ecosystems, species, and communities. Managing across boundaries is seen parks, peace, and partnership: global initiatives in transboundary conservation.

Pakistan is willing to make peace with immediate neighbours, including India, under its first-ever National Security Policy which leaves doors open for trade with New Delhi even without the.

ukraine war: how india-china cooperation can help remove nuclear threat and ease tensions between us and russia.

If geopolitics explains the earth's eruptions, geopolitics is the tool we need to grasp the deeper meaning of the devastating of empire through the use of geography (air, land, and sea) to pakistan's new security policy seeks 'peace' with india: report.